
The complete solution for your fashion business 
– in the cloud

LS Fashion Express is the cloud-based software 
solution tailored around the needs of fashion 
retailers. Fast to implement and easy to run, it 
contains all the core functions you need to run your 
fashion company - straight out of the box.

Our comprehensive software solution for fashion 
retailers will help you manage your whole  
fashion business, from POS to inventory, including 
financials. This way you can focus on what you do 
best: selling. Let us take care of all the rest.

info@LSRetail.com / www.LSRetail.com

LS Fashion Express

Designed for 
fashion retailers

Designed basing on feedback from 
fashion retailers, LS Fashion Express 
includes all the core functionalities 
you need as a fashion retailer, with no 
confusing extras.

Distribute real-time key 
info across your company

With our cloud-based software 
solution you will be able to guarantee 
that the vital business information 
accessed and shared in your company 
is always accurate and up-to-date.

Manage your whole apparel company – 
from financials, to inventory, to sales to 
POS terminals – with LS Fashion Express.

All-in-one 
solution



Keep your data safe in the cloud

When you run LS Fashion Express, your data will 
automatically be backed up in the cloud. This means that, 
whatever happens to your hardware, you can always rely 
on the cloud to safely store your all-important business 
data. The cloud also enables you to access your 
information safely any time you like, wherever you are: 
the system constantly syncs with the cloud, so that all 
your business associates can access the data stored in 
the cloud with the confidence that the information is 
accurate, reliable and up-to-date.

Track your business’s performance in 
the functional Role Center

The Role Center provides you with a clear overview of 
all of your business’s key operations, from back office 
to store. See your top selling items, compare your 
sales, monitor your POS and manage your vendors and 
customers – all in one, easy-to-use environment.

Powerful lifecycle management

LS Fashion Express streamlines apparel retailers’ daily 
routines by making inventory management and pricing 
easier and faster. Manage vendors, track items stock 
levels and check how your products are selling day to 
day. Handle seasons, sizes and colors easily and 
effectively, and plan efficient inventory replenishment. 
Set new discounts and prices centrally; all changes will 

automatically be sent to the POS, and updated in the 
cloud in real time. The simple reporting tools will help 
you understand your business’s key data, so that you 
can take informed decisions for your company’s future.

Empower your staff  
with our dynamic POS

Our versatile POS enable you to handle all point of sale 
operations simply and rapidly. LS Fashion Express’s POS 
are connected to the cloud, so you can be sure the data 
on the POS –from inventory information, to prices, to 
discounts -is always up-to-date.  Change the look and 
feel of the POS to best fit your needs - for example 
customizing it with your company’s logo and colors-
with the touch of a button.

Fast to install, easy to use,  
with powerful capabilities

Install LS Fashion Express, upload your products and - 
in a matter of minutes - you are ready to start selling. 
Staff training times are minimized with our easy-to-use, 
intuitive software solution.  LS Fashion Express is light 
but powerful, and will grow with you. New POS and 
stores can be added to your set-up as need arises, for 
example during peak times, or as your business grows.

Contact info@LSRetail.com or visit www.LSRetail.com


